Great Escape Lakeside
Renter/Operator’s Manual

Video Help Can Be Found at:
www.greatescapelakeside.com/help.html

THE BASICS
Gate Code: TBA

Wifi: Connect to Great Escape Lakeside, no password needed

Code Key Front Door Access: TBA
Checkout: 10am – Please leave keys and
remote clickers on kitchen center island.
*Unless otherwise arranged, checkout time is STRICT as our
housekeeping and maintenance crews need every minute of 6 hours to
prepare the estate for our next guests!

Please…
*Remove your shoes before entering any building.
*Smoke ONLY outside at least 20 feet away from the building
(Smoking indoors will result in a substantial charge)
*Do not allow children near marsh, treehouse, pool, or playgrounds without adult supervision.
*Keep all doors to outside closed at all times to avoid wildlife intrusion.

USING THE POOL
ENTER THE POOL VIA THE LAZY RIVER LADDER, POOL BRIDGE,
WATERSLIDE, OR KIDDY POOL SLIDE (FISH TAIL)

USE LAZY RIVER LADDER OR POOL BRIDGE TO EXIT

NEVER EVER STAND ON THE BLACK GRANITE
TILE BORDER THAT SEPARATES THE POOL
AND THE RIVER.
NO JUMPING, NO DIVING, NO RUNNING
ONLY SLIDE ON YOUR BACK,
FEET FIRST—NO TUBES IN SLIDE!

THE WATER IN THE DEEP END IS APPROXIMATELY 6’ AND THE LAZY
RIVER IS A BIT LESS THAN 3’ ALL AROUND

TO CONTROL LAZY RIVER
TO CONTROL SPA….

SPA/HOT TUB: Press The SPA button on the keypad over the sink by
the grill. The waterflow will automatically switch from pool to spa and the
spa will beginning warming up at a rate of approximately* 1 degree per
minute depending on the outdoor temperature.

LAZY RIVER: Use the "SWIM JET" button on the keypad over the sink
by the grill. That'll add a current to the river but isn’t necessary to enjoy
swimming in it. *Also use the keychain-sized remote to activate the
jets and adjust pressure/flow..

Using The Jumanji Theater
& Indoor/Outdoor Audio
General Use: You’ll find two all-in-one
remotes. Select the indoor/theater one.
Note that the Yamaha receiver on the
RIGHT side of the rack controls the Jumanji
theater. Click the power button while
pointing the remote towards the projector.
It will take a minute or two for the projector
to warm up. Be sure to change input/source
on the projector remote to HDMI so that
you are using the Yamaha receiver & full
sound system. Use the MAIN button to view
the remote’s onscreen menu and select BluRay from the player.or your own external
source. If you choose to plug your own
device into another HDMI port, please be
VERY careful to set ALL wires/inputs back
EXACTLY HOW YOU FOUND THEM to avoid
an AV service call.

Be sure to turn the projector OFF when not in use!
Using The Outdoor Audio & Video

The Yamaha receiver on the LEFT side of the rack in the Jumanji theater controls the outdoor sound/TV
(zone 1) and controls audio in the downstairs living room (…“Zone 2” is the living room). It has its own
separate remote and you’ll be able to use the green button to power on that receiver and the outdoor
TV. You can choose any for audio/video outdoors. Please be sure to turn off when not in use.
*NOTE: Two of the 7 outdoor speakers will automatically shut off when both the living room system
AND the pool system are being used simultaneously.

Connecting Wirelessly

You can log into either of the two receivers using Bluetooth when connected to Great Escape Wifi or you
can AirPlay from any Mac/I-Device. For Bluetooth, you’ll need to keep your device fairly close to the
Jumanji theater. HOWEVER, the easiest/most comprehensive way to control either receiver wirelessly
from your device (and have the ability to take your device further away)…. is to download the free app
named MUSICCAST (by Yamaha). Controlling the receiver via Wifi (through Airplay or the free AV
CONTROLLER app), you can pretty much take your device anywhere in the house—and even some spots
outdoors!
**Want to play the radio? The pool/living room receiver has a PANDORA ACCOUNT already logged in
— ready for you use. Using the Yamaha MUSICCAST APP, you can change/add/delete stations. You can
use your device to play music in the living room too!

PLAYING TV GAME SHOWS IN “THE BOOTH”
Method #1 – Play Gameshows on the X-Box

--Simply choose X-Box on the master remote control and make
sure the console is powered on.
--Insert the game show disc of your choice and play along as a
family.
---Use the wireless buzzers provided as optional props.

Method # 2 –
Play Internet Game Shows

--Select the “Game Play” or “Karaoke” option from the master
remote and launch any of the game shows provided in the
desktop folder names “Game Shows - Internet”
--If prompted, click to ENABLE Adobe Flash Player
--You’ll be able to play on either or both screens.
---Use the wireless buzzers provided as optional
props.

Method # 3 – Play Interactive Computer Game Shows
One person must play the role of “Game Show Host” and control everything “behind the scenes.” The
main job of the game show host is to use the computer to select which team answers which questions
correctly/incorrectly and to advance the game as needed. The game show host should at least be
fairly computer literate. It’ll take the host some time to get used to the setup, so the game show host
should also be a member of your group who is patient and doesn’t mind the rest of the group being
impatient with them !
The interactive game shows make use of two computers: One behind the booth and one that displays
both team’s scores in front of the booth (facing into the room). The first computer “behind” the booth
casts a SPLIT image to the two overhead monitors. The smaller monitor is only for the “Game Show Host”
to see and the larger monitor is for the players to see. That second computer’s only function is to simply
display each team’s score on the computer screen that faces into the room. The game show host’s
input on the first computer will automatically update the score displayed on the second computer.

Interactive Computer Game Shows –
How To Play:
--Start the computer and login as Great Escape
Guest, password ‘guest’ or '5734'
--Select one of the game shows from the desktop
"Buzzer Game Shows" folder (or equivalent)
--Launch your game * select a game set/q & a set

--For some games, you may need to DRAG one screen from
the computer over to the monitors. You’ll find it’s a SPLIT
SCREEN SYSTEM—One screen for the game show host to
see on their computer monitor and the game play screen for players to see on the large TV monitors.
--Your game show host operates/runs the game by using numbers on computer keyboard and the “Y”
& “N” keys to navigate the games and to tell system when answers are correct/incorrect. For example,
if one team guesses a Family Feud answer that the host sees matches answer #1, the host would then
key in #1 to update the game. Again, it may take the host some practice to get in “the groove…”
--Players use the portable, wireless buzzers to tap in and out. Game show host uses the computer to
input which team buzzed in first. It’s important that the game show host selects the correct team on
their master screen so the scoreboard keeps track updates accurately.

WARNINGS: Please do attempt to change any
computer settings or access the Windows
Control Panel. Leave the game show PC (built
into the wall) running at all times. If it MUST be
shut down, let us know and we’ll probably OK
using the toggle “kill” switch.

USING THE LARGE TV/KARAOKE/XBOX/PS

Getting Started

Be sure to first use the green power button on the remote
to turn on the receiver & monitors. Then select “KARAOKE”
or “X-BOX” or “PLAYSTATION.” *If* you don’t see any
display on the large TV, put the TV on HDMI3

Karaoke

Select “KARAOKE” and wait a few seconds. Login to the
computer provided using the password ‘Guest’
Open the web browser and go to youtube.com
You may need to drag the browser window across the laptop screen…off the
laptop screen…until it’s visible in the overhead monitors. Search for the song you
want and add the word ‘karaoke’ to your search. For example, to sing “Twist &
Shout,” search Youtube for “Twist & Shout Karaoke.” Use the wireless mics –
noting there’s a battery charger there in case you run low.

PS, Xbox

Switch the Input accordingly. DO NOT re-wire our systems in any way, please!

Game Show Box

You can play game shows from The X-box or play Internet game shows from the
computer Desktop in the “GAME SHOWS- INTERNET” folder. You can also choose
to play the interactive ones on the root desktop. Follow instructions on the
previous pages for that!

GIANT LITE BRITE
Giant Lite Brite is controlled
by the round power button
in its bottom-center area. Do
not leave powered on
overnight.
Please do not allow pegs to
be thrown, tossed, or even
DROPPED into their cloth
storage baskets. Landing on
the other pegs can cause
breakage.
Please ensure that pegs are
NOT REMOVED from the
Light Brite area.
Post photos of your lite brite
creations to Instagram
#greatescapelakeside

Using The Atari 2600 and The Intellivision System In The…

80’s Video Games Bedroom

Each of the Pac-Ghost tables near the round yellow Pac-Man bed is home to an early 1980’s video game
system. The one on the bathroom side has an original Atari 2600 with joysticks & paddles and the PacGhost on the window side has an Intellivision System with its own attached controllers. Technically, each
of these systems were released near the end of the 1970s and were some of the very first home video
gaming consoles…ever. Atari and Intellivision competed ruthlessly throughout the very early 80s.
Intellivision was known to have better graphics and sound but Atari won out for having far more gaming
titles available. Try them both and see which one YOU like best.

To use Classic Intellivision: Simply turn it on and select the game of your choice. The
Intellivision is a modern “retro” machine whereas the Atari 2600 discussed below is an
authentic original.
To use Atari 2600: Put your selected cartridge in first.
Be careful not to force it in – These old machines can be sensitive!
Turn the power on the TV and on the Atari System. As long as the TV
is on the right channel, you should see the game appear on screen
and the rest should be pretty self-explanatory.
You’ll need to use the GAME RESET and GAME SELECTy buttons on
the actual console when appropriate – Atari 2600 didn’t have
wireless controls like today’s games do. Note that certain games require the joysticks while others are
designed for play with the paddles. There’s a jack/input on the rear of the console for player 1/player 2
controllers. Please put all games back on the shelf under the TV when you’re done and be sure to turn
the Intellivision OFF when not in use. Most importantly: Only remove cartridges while the power is off.
There should be a small reading light positioned over the Intellivision to help you see what you’re doing.
Please keep it there for other guests.

*If you don’t have a picture on either TV, check to make sure that the game machines AND their
corresponding televisions are plugged in to the surge protect or and that the surge protector is also
plugged in and powered ON. Check AV cables into back of TV and make sure TV is on the right channel.
If all looks good and you’re having trouble specifically with the Atari 2600, turn it off, put in a different
cartridge and retry. If problems persist, please let us know.

PLAYING GIANT OPERATION
It’s simple to play! Use the tongs to
try to fish out the ‘body parts’ without
touching metal against metal. The
patient’s “nose” will light up if you
fail. Turn the toggle switch to “ON” to
add an alarm/sound effect. Place
successfully removed pieces in the
red wall shelf to the right of the game.

Please put all pieces back when
done and be sure to keep the
switch toggled to OFF when
not in use!

LASER MAZE INSTRUCTIONS
Close all blinds, shut the closet door, turn off the bathroom
light, and ensure no objects are in the floor in the path of
lasers/mirrors.
Set hazer dial to run at least 15 minutes. Turn light switch for
laser maze ON and turn OFF the room lights. Turn ON ceiling
fan. Turn off all other lights in the room and close the blinds.
Wait at least 7-8 minutes for the hazer to warm up.
One person goes through the maze at a time. To begin, swipe
your hand in the air over the green glowing light on the wall
near the entrance to the room. If you can’t see the lasers
clearly, there’s either not enough haze yet—or too much light in
the room.
Your goal is to make it to the red glowing “finish” light over the
bed and as little time as possible. Each time you touch a laser,
an alarm will sound and a penalty will occur in the form of the
clock speeding up. See the sign on the wall for a contest/prize
option if anyone in your group gets really good at the maze.
Do NOT attempt to settings on the actual hazer. If hazer begins
making any odd noise or becomes empty, please turn it off
using the timer dial and report it to our staff.
Do NOT Touch The Lasers, Mirrors, or ANYthing Built Into The
Walls (Other Than Light Switches, Of Course!)
Do NOT attempt to stare into any lasers (They have a safety
shut-off to prevent anyone from being able to stare, but DO
NOT ATTEMPT!)

HOW TO PLAY LASER TAG
1.
Select a laser tag gun from the wall of the
Laser Games Room and choose “10” or “25” to
determine the number of direct hits it will take for you
to be “out.”
2.
Select “Team 1” or “Team 2” on your laser
gun. (Your opponent should choose the opposite!)
3.
Hold and release the trigger. A brief
countdown will begin and alert you when the system
is ready for play.
4.
Aim for the DOME LIGHT on top of your
opponent’s gun. When it lights up, they’ve been hit!
5.
To reload ammo, flip side toggle switch and
push the ammo box back up into its “chamber.”
6.
To activate on your shield, press and hold
button opposite trigger. Your shield will last
approximately 10 seconds per use.
7.
WHEN FINISHED, BE SURE TO TURN OFF YOUR
GUNS AND HANG THEM BACK ON THE WALL
HOLSTER UNIT!

Out of Batteries? We keep spares in the kitchen drawer along
w/ a screwdriver for them! Let us know if you need help!

CLUE ESCAPE – A 60 MINUTE GAME – HOW TO PLAY
GENERAL OVERVIEW

“CLUE ESCAPE” involves solving a fictitious murder that took place during a dinner
party in a large mansion. Your job is to find out who the killer is…. which murder
weapon they used… and in which room of the mansion they killed… You’ll have 60
minutes to figure this out and then use what you learned (the killer, the weapon,
and the room) to find the CODE to unlock either of the two bedroom doors and
escape in under 60 minutes.
There are 6 possible suspects, 9 possible rooms, and 6 possible weapons. Hidden
around the “Get A CLUE Bedroom,” the “CLUE Me In Bedroom,” and the “CLUEless
Bathroom” are 18 CLUE Game Cards. Each card depicts either one of 5 Weapons or
one of 5 “Suspects” or one of 8 “Rooms.” As you find each card, you can then cross
that weapon, suspect, or room off the game board on the wall—eliminating them as
possibilities. Once you’ve found all 18 cards, there will be 1 unfound weapon card,
1 missing suspect card, and one undiscovered room card…remaining…By process of
elimination, you will have solved the murder.

GETTING READY

CLUE ESCAPE should be played by 2-12 people at a time. Larger groups tend to be able to solve more puzzles and
move through the game more expediently. Children under the age of 10 will rarely enjoy this attraction. 1) Begin
by “locking” the doors to both the red and green CLUE rooms. 2) Activate the CLUE game app on the Android
table. It will keep track of your time AND give you CLUES when requested. 3) Watch the video. When everyone is
ready, then….4) click to begin the game.
IMPORTANT: Please be SURE to leave the windows in each bedroom unlocked in case of fire. You should NOT use
your cell phones to solve ANY puzzles in the room BUT you should have a phone on hand in case of emergency.

GAME PLAY

Search the three CLUE rooms thoroughly for the 18 hidden Clue Game cards. You’ll find 5 of them relatively easily
but most will require you to solve puzzles of varying difficulty levels in order to obtain combination codes to unlock
boxes or drawers. Since you only have 60 minutes to solve a significant number puzzles, you should work in teams
of 2-3 people. As you find cards, mark them off using the magnet board in the closet and the checklist on the
Android App we’ve provided. The Android app will maintain a timer countdown on the screen. It will give you
TWO free clues whenever your team agrees to ask for them. Any clues you request after that, will cause a 5 minute
time penalty. An alarm will sound when time is up.
NOTE: You will NOT need to climb any ladders. You will NOT need to go into any electrical outlets or plumbing
fixtures. You will NOT need to open any electric outlets. You will NOT need to mess with the bedding. To find Clue
cards, NO FORCE IS REQUIRED WHATSOEVER. If something doesn’t move/give way easily, it’s not something you
should be pursuing.

WHEN YOU’RE DONE / YOUR RESPONSIBILITIES
Prior to your arrival, housekeeping will have checked to make sure that everything is in place for the full escape
room to be played successfully. When you are done playing, it is your responsibility to put everything back in the
proper places so that the escape room and all of its puzzles work correctly for the next guest. In the closet of the
RED CLUE bedroom, you’ll find a checklist/packet you can use for to help you set it all back up!

USING THE
…IN THE
CASINO GAMES ROOM
We’ve pre-stocked each of the two slot machines
with a few hundred credits prior to your arrival. Use
the buttons to play and enjoy but remember: There
are no actual prizes awarded. If you use any “CASH
OUT” features, the machine will print a receipt and
you’ll have no credits left for free play. If this occurs
or...if you simply run out of credits and want to play
more, you can insert actual cash and then let us
know how much you put in. After check-out, we’ll
verify the amount and return it to you within 7
business days. If we’re already on site for anything
else during your stay, we can then—of course, also
– open the machine and put in more free credits for
your group.
You can power the slots ON/OFF using the silver
toggle switches next to each machine. Please note,
the screens will flash colors for several minutes
during the booting process….

STAFF PHONE NUMBERS IN CASE OF EMERGENCY
As this is a home rental and not a hotel stay, guests are responsible
for handling minor items such as plunging a stuffed toilet on their
own [each bathroom is equipped with a plunger—and a few have
more industrial strength ones in case your first try fails!]. If
something substantial is not working and requires professional
assistance, please use the following contacts.
For general questions, contact us at 407-900-3798 (10am-9pmsometimes later). If 45 minutes have passed without response,
text Adam at 321-287-9180 (10am-8pm). Text message tends to
work best as we’re not always in an appropriate area (or one with good enough signal) to
receive calls. We can get almost anything fixed quickly but if it’s after 9pm, it’s almost
definitely going to have to wait until ‘first thing in the morning’ as very few repair options
exist late at night.
 If you are experiencing trouble reaching any of us (highly unlikely), contact Harald
Bloder, our lead maintenance guy at: 407-497-3217 (8am-7pm).
 If there is trouble with the WATER (i.e. it’s not working!) and you haven’t reached any of
us, call Derrick at 352-636-8863
 If there is trouble w/ any AC unit, and you haven’t reached any of us, contact our
preferred AC tech at 352-988-7918 (text messaging is fine)..

 It is possible you may see any of the following people on the property

during business hours:






Blue Moon Pool Cleaning Service
Gardener (Steve Cleveland & Assoc.)
Lawn Care Service (Green Valley and/or Fred “Action” Jackson & His Crew)
SECO Electric Company reading our meter for power use
ALL WATER PRO—checking water filtration/product levels

GUEST RESPONSIBILITIES AT CHECKOUT
We want your family to have the time of your lives while also remembering that The Great Escape
is a REAL home lived in by a REAL family and YOU are responsible for EVERY item while you rent
it! At minimum, have an introductory talk with everyone in your group and stress the importance
of taking care when handling our games, videos, etc; Encourage everyone in your group to report
anything they accidentally lose or break. If we already KNOW what has broken we can help keep
costs down! (It takes time/labor, etc; to track down unreported broken issues & items!)

*Prior to checkout, be sure to:
1. Wash all of your dishes and put them back in the PROPER cabinets & drawers.
All items are labeled and accounted for.
2. Remove ALL trash from outside. This includes cigarettes, debris, beverage cans & bottles,
etc;
3. Make sure ALL movies, board games (and their PIECES), etc have been returned to the
proper rooms.
4. Make sure any furniture you moved – including pool/patio furniture is returned to where
you originally found it.
5. If you were provided with an inflatable Zorb ball, please ensure that ball is tethered
down and the inflators are under the little roofs provided.
6. Ensure that the boat, kyaks, and canoe are upside down, put back, and tied/strapped
down.
7. Put keys and remote clickers back on center kitchen island

THANK YOU FOR YOUR STAY!
Remember: Fees Will Be Assessed For All Missing, Misplaced, And/Or Damaged
Items But We’d Rather Not Have To Charge For ANYTHING AT ALL !

Area Attractions
B B Brown’s Gardens – 11490 Montevista Road, Barely 5 minutes
from the estate, this garden center is worth a quick visit for nature
lovers.
Clermont – Clermont is a sprawling suburb with major chains. Drive
to the end of Oak Island Lane and turn RIGHT onto
565A/Montevista Road. Go 3.2 miles and, at the stop sign, turn
RIGHT onto State Road 50 and drive just a few miles into Clermont.
MOST of the major centers are near the intersection of State Road
50 and U.S. Highway 27.. Try driving a little bit east of 27 and/or
drive up and down on 27—3-5 miles North and South of 50…and
you’ll find just about everything. Downtown Clermont has a scenic lakefront park and quaint
shops. To access downtown, turn LEFT onto 8th Street..as you come into Clermont on State
Road 50 from The Ever After Estate. On U.S. 27, you’ll also find the infamous Citrus Tower
monument [elevator rides to the top are available] and a nearby wax museum. Further north is
the Lake Ridge Winery---offering tours.
Citrus Tower – Ride in an elevator to the top of this Florida landmark which, years ago, was
pretty much the only building around here…surrounded by orange groves—On a clear day, you
can see for miles from the observation deck—out to Orlando, Disney World, and more…Fun gift
shop at bottom..Located on U.S. 27 just north of State Road 50 in Clermont.
Clermont Bowling – 4 West Gate Plaza, Clermont, FL 3471 – (Located really “on” 50—on your
right—shortly after you enter Clermont- -coming from The Ever After Estate).. Also offers twostory LASER TAG on certain days/nights of the week and a video game arcade.
Epic Cinema – Clermont’s multiplex movie theater – just south of 50 on U.S. 27 near Wal-Mart
Groveland & Mascotte - Groveland is a small “country” town with a few local eateries and very
inexpensive, basic shopping. Further west of it along 50, is a culturally Mexican village named
“Mascotte” with great counter service eateries like “Mi Tierra”—and tons of junk/antique
places. To get to Groveland, exit our gate…drive to the end of the dirt road and continue
STRAIGHT onto the paved road (E. Redwing). When it dead ends, turn right onto State Road
33—This will bring you to highway 50 with all of downtown Groveland to your left (and
downtown Mascotte—just to its west along 50)…
Hummer Off Road Experience - This over-the-top attraction has dozens of re-done Hummers,
some tanks—and other monster vehicles. Go for a crazy, bumpy ride! We’re told one tourist
even paid them to drive a tank over an employee’s car, smash it, and get her a new one! Worth

a look/watch if nothing else. It’s at 6024 CR 561, Clermont 34711—about 15 minutes south of
the estate. www.offroadhummer.com
Lake Ridge Winery – On U.S. 27—a few miles north of Clermont, State Road 50 etc;-- This
regional winery offers tours, tasting, etc; There are festivals at certain times of the year as well.
Moonlight Player’s Club – Local live theater—offering plays most of the year. Visit
www.moonlightplayers.com for their current schedule. 732 B West Montrose Street in
downtown Clermont (34711)..
Mt. Dora – Located in our county (Lake County), approx. 35 minutes north—mostly along U.S.
441, this quaint historic town is picturesque and made to look more like a Northern town than a
Southern one; Beautiful restaurants and shops along its gorgeous lakeside. The town also has a
live theater [the ICE HOUSE theater]..
Quest Air Hanggliding – Barely 5 minutes from the estate, this glider airport VERY often accepts
walk-ins for tandem hanggliding flights over the area. LOTS of fun!
Showcase of Citrus – Down US 27 –well on the way to Disney….a few miles south of Lake Louisa
State Park-on the northbound side of the highway, this multi acre facility offers fresh Florida
citrus and also a “Monster Truck Safari” ride through nature. See www.showcaseofcitrus.com
Sky Zone – An indoor, trampoline park behind the FCC/Family Christian Center Church on the
Southbound side of US 27—just a mile or so south of 50.
Swiss Fairways - Their gate is one mile down the road from ours.. You can walk there! They’ve
got golfing, tennis lessons, world-famous waterski lessons, and even a little café that serves
breakfast and lunch.
Wax Museum - (123 N. U.S. Highway 27, Clermont, Florida - at base of Citrus Tower)
The “President’s Hall of Fame” – a wax museum dedicated mostly to artistic images of U.S.
Presidents..
Yalaha Bakery – 8210 County Road 48, Yalaha, Florida, www.yalahabakery.com
---a great place to stop on your way to Mt. Dora –fresh sandwiches and baked good…beautiful
country setting/outdoor picnics—and often live music & events in the daytime..
You’ll also find horseback riding, blueberry picking, local festivals, and other attractions seasonally!

RECOMMENDED AREA EATERIES

ASIAN
Akina – 4300 South U.S. Highway 27, Clermont, Florida, Excellent Japanese food, sushi, and
other Asian specialties in a modern atmosphere.
Fancy Sushi – In the Movie Theater / Clermont Regal Cinema Shopping Center on US 27 North
near Olive Garden & Red Lobster.
Ikaho Japanese & Sushi – In the Publix Shopping Center 5 minutes away on 50 just east of
Montevista Road/565-B. Good sushi –and other typical dishes at reasonable prices. The owner,
Tommy, is super kind and will take great care of you—ask for him!
Robata – 1500 Oakley Seaver Drive, Clermont, Florida (Offers hibachi/teppan yaki, sit-down
tables, and full sushi bar. Located by AT & T store—just off 50…east of U.S. 27
Sushi Storm – 13900 CR 455, Clermont, Florida (at intersection of 50 and 455 in Publix
Shopping Center), Fresh, traditional sushi plus a few Thai specialties.
Zeb Thai – 1660 E. Highway 50—near South Lake Hospital in Clermont. Awesome interior
design and decent food. VERY large menu.

AMERICAN
Jack’s Barbecue, 100 South U.S. Highway 27, Minneola, FL 34715

Southern On 8th - Downtown Clermont FL - Pretty unique eatery with a good Sunday brunch.
Root & Branch - 1200 Oakley Seaver Drive, Clermont FL 34711 - This is a FANTASTIC restaurant with
EXCELLENT food. In terms of food quality*, it's probably Clermont's best. It's a little bit small and
intimate-- Call ahead to reserve -- just in case.
Red Wing Café, 12500 State Road 33, Groveland, Florida – Located VERY* close to Ever After
[it’s actually our nearest restaurant], this unusual eatery often has such specialties as quail,
alligator, moose, and others—cooked very creatively. It’s a VERY “local” experience!
*Clermont also has dozens of other great restaurants including many American chains such as
Chili’s (Hwy 50 just east of 27), Ruby Tuesday’s (on 50 near Target; east of 27), Panera Bread (by
Carrabba’s on 50; east of 27), Denny’s (on 27 just south of 50 by Holiday Inn Express), Cracker
Barrel (on 50 near Home Depot), Sonny’s BBQ (near Cracker Barrel on 50),, IHOP (on 27 near
Walmart/Movie Theater just south of 50), Bob Evans (near IHOP) etc;

*There is an EXCELLENT “hole-in-the-wall” BBQ on 50 East just west of Groveland (Head
towards Groveland on 50 from Ever After and you’ll see it on your left)—It has very limited
hours—and is usually only open Thursday-Sunday.

CUBAN
Troy’s Cuban Deli, 1200 Oakley Seaver Drive (by Gator’s Dockside), Clermont, FL – A favorite
among locals, this simple counter-service place serves exceptional Cuban cuisine.

ITALIAN
Goomba’s Italian Restaurant – 151 Highway 50, Clermont, FL—Located in what used to be a
church, great Italian food & atmosphere.

Clermont also has dozens of other great restaurants including the Italian chains Carrabba’s (on
50 by Carrabba’s; east of 27) and Olive Garden (U.S. Hwy 27—a couple of miles south of 50 by
Wal-Mart, Red Lobster, and the movie theater)

Mexican

Ay Jalisco – 580 East Highway 50, Clermont, FL- Located on your left on Highway 50 shortly after
entering Clermont coming from Ever After, this spot tends to be more fun at night; on
weekends they sometimes have live strolling Mexican musicians.

Coyote Rojo II – State Road 50 in the heart of Groveland- Great salsa, good Mexican food.
Excellent prices and unusually fast service.

Mi Tierra – State Road 50 in Mascotte—West of Groveland—Walk-up counter service… Very
little English spoken—VERY traditional, delicious Mexican food.

Our ‘Cutting Room Floor’
In developing a home like The Great Escape, plenty of ideas come and go; not all of
them make it to the “final cut.” Below are a few of the concepts that ‘almost
happened’ but didn’t. (Some came closer to fruition than others, of course!)…

Tic-Tac-Toe Windows – The grids of the 2nd story’s false windows were once going to have Tic-Tac-Toe
X’s, O’s, and potentially a few other writing games as well. (the game of “Dots,” for example). Once the
grids were put in, it was felt that the home had a nice/natural look…and that adding X’s and O’s would
only draw unnecessary attention to the false windows. Taken as a whole, the house looked great---but it
didn’t seem worth a few X’s and O’s—to draw attention to that one area.
Domino Shutters – This was even in the original architectural renderings! The plan was to simply paint
Domino themed dots on the shutters but…. once the house came together—and UNO windows were
painted.. Monopoly man placed on the porch roof…etc;-- This clearly wasn’t needed and may have even
detracted from the home’s look/vibe. Making the house look game-themed from the outside without
becoming too gawdy or ridiculous—was a very careful and measured process! Note: This concept DID
later make it to the Great Escape Parkside next door!
Virtual Reality Roller Coaster – When deciding what game machines to put upstairs where the pinball
machines are, the idea was initially to put just one machine—a huge interactive machine –either a
Jurrasic Park/dino shoot ‘em up style adventure game OR a virtual reality roller coaster w/ moving seats,
etc; It was ultimately decided that having more games…classic games…would be better…and that the
games we chose now would endure and provide more hours of fun play than a “virtual ride” which may
be fun at first—but would likely wear out on guests pretty quickly.

Mindball – There’s a game in the Wonder Works attraction on I-Drive in Orlando in which two people sit
opposite each other while wearing head gear at a custom-built table. A ball sits in the middle and the
head gear reads their brain frequencies…The more someone thinks/becomes anxious…the more the ball

moves towards them… The idea is to close eyes and have a contest to see who can be calmer and more
mentally disciplined. When the ball reaches your opponent’s side (because their minds were too active),
a light illuminates, an alarm sounds, and the game is over. It turned out, only one company in Sweden
manufactures Mindball and the cost would’ve been nearly comparable to the entire Laser Maze build
out---Support would’ve been limited..and, most perhaps importantly, there was really nowhere to FIT a
Mindball table (they’re quite large/long)!

Army Tank Battlegrounds – Imagine looking out the window of the War Games room and seeing a slab
below with barriers and borders. You have remote controls in your hands …and you’re battling tanks
and/or—battling remote-controlled watercraft in the Go Fish fin/kiddy pool. This idea may still be built
out in the future but there are concerns about maintaining the remote controlled toys in a rental home
environment.
Hunger Games Woods - This still may occur over the years as we build out game possibilities beyond
the house and yard. The initial plan was to re-create the giant wheel from hunger games 2—but no ideas
for safe, fun game play have surfaced yet.
Operation Bathroom – Originally, Operation was conceptually only a bathroom …not a full bedroom.
The idea was to custom-cut niches into the wall and fill them w/ the bathroom’s soaps and hand towels.
Players would then use giant tongs to attempt to remove them without “zapping” the sides. While
contractors debated how to safely and correctly build this, the company designing our Laser Maze
(Funovation), pointed out that a local firm (Pop Noggins) already was in the business of custom-building
Giant Operation and other games. Pop Noggins also wound up making the Giant Piano and Giant Lite
Brite.
Twister Bedroom – An important game to represent, this WOULD’VE taken either the Pictionary or
Operation Room’s place…but it was felt, there just wasn’t enough room to create a really good floor
game version of it. This bedroom DID make it to the new Great Escape Parkside next door.. Check it
out under Photos/Amenities at www.greatescapeparkside.com !
4 part CLUE room – Initial concepts for the CLUE room didn’t involve an Escape Game puzzle but
imagined it as one large room with 4-6 partitions- dividing it into the “rooms”/themes of a Clue board—
with one twin bed per partition. Ultimately, this would’ve compromised space too much and been
somewhat impractical.
Boardwalk Floor – The Carnival Games bedroom was supposed to have an actual DECK floor with
posts/railing—at least around the room’s border. In the final hour, too many technical issues came to
surface regarding how decks move/shift over time—and it was ultimately settled that we should use a
wood-look ceramic tile that mimicked the herringbone pattern of some boardwalks while creating a
mock rope effect on the walls.

Mirror Maze – Initially we tried and tried to design the entry leading into the Carnival Games room such
that guests would have to walk through a short, Carnival style mirror maze--- but it became impractical
in terms of the floor plan and the idea was eventually….scrapped.

Battleship Pool – In early designs, creating large Battleship boards/walls that sprayed water either
across a pool or splash park was considered.

Game Face – Originally, a work of art would’ve been commission for the main living room—a face made
of tons of little games/game pieces. Not quite the same but…at one point, a sign that read “GET YOUR
GAME FACES ON” was designed, purchased, and hung for a few days on the hardyboard over the front
porch. The “O” in “ON” was a face made of several game pieces- but 90% of viewers agreed it looked
awful and took away from the home’s stately feel. The letters/sign were removed.

